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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the micro wind-hydrogen coupled system, aiming to improve the power tracking capability of
micro wind farms, the regulation capability of hydrogen storage systems, and to mitigate the volatility of wind power
generation. A predictive control strategy for the micro wind-hydrogen coupled system is proposed based on the
ultra-short-term wind power prediction, the hydrogen storage state division interval, and the daily scheduled output
of wind power generation. The control strategy maximizes the power tracking capability, the regulation capability
of the hydrogen storage system, and the fluctuation of the joint output of the wind-hydrogen coupled system as
the objective functions, and adaptively optimizes the control coefficients of the hydrogen storage interval and the
output parameters of the system by the combined sigmoid function and particle swarm algorithm (sigmoid-PSO).
Compared with the real-time control strategy, the proposed predictive control strategy can significantly improve the
output tracking capability of the wind-hydrogen coupling system, minimize the gap between the actual output and
the predicted output, significantly enhance the regulation capability of the hydrogen storage system, and mitigate
the power output fluctuation of the wind-hydrogen integrated system, which has a broad practical application
prospect.
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1 Introduction

At present, with the global large-scale promotion of distributed energy construction, wind power
installed capacity is gradually expanding, but the wind power has volatility and intermittency, which
not only increases the difficulty of integrated energy system scheduling and operation but also triggers
voltage fluctuations, in power harmonics, and other related problems will affect the quality of online
power [1–4]. To address the above problems, researchers usually use wind power prediction and
numerical weather prediction (NWP) to adjust the wind power output, but there is still a deviation
between the predicted value of wind power and the actual value of wind power, which can be introduced
into the energy storage system to suppress the fluctuation of wind power. Hydrogen energy has the
characteristics of high energy density and long service life. It is easy to store and develop, so the
hydrogen energy storage system can be used as a large-scale wind power consumption program, which
is mainly composed of an electrolyzer, fuel cell, and hydrogen storage tank [5].
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References [6,7] proposed an energy system management strategy for the integrated energy
system based on the difference of wind-hydrogen coupled system operation under different working
conditions, which improved the utilization rate of wind energy and realized the scheduling control
of the energy system. Reference [8] proposed the control strategy of the wind turbine, fuel cell, and
electrolyzer system to realize the output regulation of the hydrogen storage system, and references
[9,10] constructed the cogeneration energy system based on the wind-hydrogen coupled system with
the minimum hydrogen production cost to get the heat and electricity as well as the amount of
hydrogen production in the relevant period. Reference [11] simulated wind turbines, photovoltaics,
electrolyzers, fuel cells, and batteries with load demand and meteorological data (wind speed, solar
radiation intensity, and temperature) to validate the system’s performance in different scenarios.
Reference [12] proposed that offshore wind farms utilize hydrogen production and supercapacitors
to smooth the impact of wind power fluctuations, and modeled a hybrid energy storage system with
hydrogen production and supercapacitors, which can better smooth the wind power fluctuations
by developing a coordinated control strategy between the two. Reference [13] proposed a model
predictive control method based on a wind-hydrogen coupled generation system by constructing
a state space model based on the model predictive control (MPC) strategy and using a genetic
optimization algorithm for the rolling solution. To deal with disturbances and prediction errors in
system operation, a feedback mechanism is introduced to be embedded in the MPC framework,
and a rolling time-domain approach is used to compensate for system disturbances. Finally, through
a case study of a region in the Netherlands, it is verified that the method can effectively reduce
interactive power consumption and maximize local wind power consumption. Reference [14] presented
a Model Predictive Controller (MPC) for the optimal operation of a grid-connected wind farm with a
hydrogen energy storage system and a local load, which is designed taking into account the operational
and economic costs of the ESS, the local load demand and the participation in the electricity
market, and the satisfaction of physical and system dynamic constraints. For better performance, the
dynamics are modeled using the Mixed Logic Dynamics (MLD) framework, and the effectiveness of
the proposed strategy, which maintains the constraints and avoids unnecessary switching cycles to
prolong the lifetime of the hydrogen storage system, is verified by numerical analysis of data from
the plant in northern Norway. Reference [15] presented an adaptive noise-based improved integrated
empirical modal decomposition (ICEEMDAN) co-optimization control strategy for energy storage
optimization in a coupled wind-hydrogen-electrochemical energy storage system. The smoothing effect
and wind abandonment capacity of different energy storage schemes are also compared, and the
results show that the method can enhance the ability to complete wind abandonment and dissipation.
Reference [16] presents a new hybrid deep learning model for multi-step wind speed prediction that
uses variational modal decomposition (VMD) to extract the intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) of non-
smooth atmospheric variables. The decomposed atmospheric variables are then grouped based on
the similarity of the modes and pairwise dependencies are captured using a graph neural network
(GNN). Finally, the temporal convolutional network (TCN) is applied to wind speed prediction. The
experimental results show that the mean absolute error (MAE) of the proposed model is less than
0.1 m/s in the 1-h prediction, which is significantly better than the existing models. The established
hybrid energy system should meet the following requirements in the control strategy: (1) it can satisfy
the demand of the load side, (2) the subsystems operate normally. The following research gaps currently
exist in this area: (1). The current research mainly focuses on the field of large-scale integrated wind
farms, and the research on small-scale wind-hydrogen coupled systems has not been fully developed.
Since small-scale wind-hydrogen coupled systems have smaller scales in terms of power supply and
energy storage, their characteristics are different from those of large-scale wind farms. Therefore, it
is necessary to conduct targeted research on small-scale wind-hydrogen coupled systems. (2) In the
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past, since the application scenarios of wind-hydrogen coupling systems mainly focused on larger-
scale wind farms, this led to the problem of relatively high system construction and operation costs.
At the same time, due to the increase in system scale, the requirements for system accuracy and system
power scheduling have become more complex and difficult. (3) In past research, the control strategy
for wind-hydrogen coupled systems has the problems of slow convergence speed and low accuracy, and
the research focuses on the development and optimization of the control strategy for small-scale wind-
hydrogen coupled system, to improve the power output adjustability and energy conversion efficiency
of the small-scale wind-hydrogen coupled system.

According to the relevant quotations in the introduction, the current wind-hydrogen coupling
system predictive control strategy mainly uses the model predictive control (MPC) model to optimize
the operation of the hydrogen storage system and the grid-connected power plant, and mainly
optimizes the operation and economic cost and power market, and the application scenarios are large-
scale integrated wind farms, and there are fewer studies on small-scale distributed wind-hydrogen
coupling system. The proposed predictive control strategy can greatly improve the output tracking
ability of the wind-hydrogen coupled system, minimize the difference between the actual output and
the predicted output, significantly enhance the regulation ability of the hydrogen storage system, and
alleviate the power output fluctuation of the wind-hydrogen integrated system, which has a broad
practical prospect.

Aiming at the optimization problem of the control strategy of the wind-hydrogen coupled system,
this paper firstly constructs the Kalman-VMD-SVR prediction algorithm to obtain the ultra-short-
term wind power prediction power and combines it with the hydrogen energy storage optimization
strategy. After that, it is necessary to determine the weight coefficients of the weighted objective
function used for smoothing wind power in the optimal scheduling strategy of hydrogen energy storage,
and the control coefficients in the current division of the hydrogen energy storage system into operating
intervals, and the results obtained by this method can easily fall into the local optimization, and it is
difficult to find the optimal solution. Due to the instability of wind power output, the sigmoid function
has the characteristics of s-type smoothing and minimization [17,18], which can better achieve the
effect of smoothing the wind power compared with activation functions such as the step function,
so in this paper, we use the adaptive parameter search method to update the control coefficients of
the hydrogen storage system in the division of the working interval, compared with the customized
method, which greatly improves the weighting coefficient in the objective function. In this paper, we
use the adaptive parameter search method to update the control coefficients in the divided operating
interval of the hydrogen storage system, which greatly improves the tracking ability of the control
coefficients compared with the customized method, and at the same time, the rolling optimization of
the parameters of the hydrogen storage system greatly improves the ability of the wind power to track
the power, reduces the fluctuation of the output power of the wind power, and further enhances the
ability of the wind power to eliminate the wind power, and carries out the overpowering regulation of
the wind power output in response to different working conditions.

This paper is aimed at the control strategy of miniature wind-hydrogen coupled system, the
article is generally divided into six parts, the first part introduces the overall overview of the wind-
hydrogen coupled system as well as the current progress of related research, the second part establishes
the wind-hydrogen coupled system model and constructs the model of each sub-module within the
system, the third part combines the VMD variational mode decomposition algorithm on the basis
of the traditional Kalman multi-part correction-SVR algorithm to construct the Kalman-VMD-SVR
prediction algorithm to obtain the ultra-short-term wind power prediction power, the fourth part is to
regulate the wind power prediction results on the hydrogen storage system output, adding the control
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coefficient x in the traditional hydrogen storage regulation interval to improve the regulation response
speed ability, and at the same time using the sigmoid-PSO adaptive parameter search method to the
control coefficients of the hydrogen storage system in the division of the working interval is updated
to improve the power tracking ability of wind power, and the fifth part establishes a small wind-
hydrogen coupling system, selects the actual operating power and short-term predicted power data of a
5.5 MW micro wind farm on a certain day, and carries out a numerical simulation based on MATLAB
to validate the energy storage control method proposed in this paper, and the sixth part draws the
following conclusions after the argumentation of the above parts: the over-advanced prediction control
strategy is more effective in reducing the power of the wind-hydrogen coupling system than the real-
time control strategy. The real-time control strategy can reduce the error between the joint output and
the planned output of the wind-hydrogen coupled system and improve the ability of large-scale wind
power consumption and the regulation ability of the hydrogen energy storage system.

2 Modelling of Wind-Hydrogen Coupled Systems
2.1 System Introduction

As shown in Fig. 1, the wind-hydrogen coupling system consists of wind turbines, electrolysis
tanks, hydrogen storage tanks, fuel cells, and related control units. The control center adjusts the
online wind power output and the hydrogen production output of the electrolysis tank according to
the change in wind speed so that the wind power can be quickly absorbed. The part that exceeds the
load-side power demand is fed into the electrolysis tank to produce and compress hydrogen, and stored
in the hydrogen storage tank. When the wind power output is lower than the load-side power demand,
the hydrogen in the hydrogen storage tank is converted into electricity by the hydrogen fuel cell to
compensate for the wind power online power shortage and power fluctuation, and at the same time to
improve the quality of the wind power online power. Hydrogen can also be used as a secondary energy
carrier transported by pipeline to the industrial and commercial sectors, covering the chemical and
mechanical industries, and at the same time to promote the growth of new energy vehicles hydrogen
fuel cell vehicle industry, injecting a strong impetus into the implementation of the national dual-
carbon strategy. At the same time, it can promote the development of new energy vehicle hydrogen
fuel cell vehicle industry, injecting a strong force for the implementation of a national dual-carbon
strategy.

Figure 1: Structure of wind-hydrogen coupling system
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2.2 Subsystem Modeling
2.2.1 Wind Turbine Modeling

The airflow drives the wind turbine blades and hubs to rotate the energy into mechanical energy,
through the generator will be converted into electrical energy, and then through the AC/DC rectifier
will be converted into direct current, the power online through the inverter to convert with the same
frequency as the grid power, while the DC power can be input to the electrolyzer subsystem for
hydrogen production.

The relevant mathematical model for wind turbines is as follows [19,20], and the mathematical
Eq. (1) for wind energy capture is:

Pm = 1
2
ρπR2VN

3Cp (β, λ) (1)

Pm is the mechanical energy converted from wind energy, In the above equation, the ρ refers to the
air density, R refers to the radius length of the selected WTG blade, VN refers to the rated wind speed,
β refers to the blade angle λ refers to the tip speed ratio Cp means wind energy conversion factor.

Wind turbine output power Eq. (2):

P =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 V ≤ Vcl, V ≥ Vco

PR

(
V 3 − Vcl

3
)

VR
3 − Vcl

3 Vcl ≤ V ≤ VR

PR V ≥ VR

(2)

In the above equation, the P refers to the actual output power of the wind turbine (MW), PR refers
to the rated output power of the wind turbine (MW), the Vcl refers to the cut-in wind speed (m/s), the
cut-out wind speed (m/s), the cut-out wind speed (m/s), Vco refers to the cut-out wind speed (m/s), and
VR refers to the rated wind speed (m/s).

2.2.2 Electrolyzer Modeling

The thermal model of the electrolyzer is as follows [21]:

Cel

dTel

dt
= Qgen − Qloss − Qcool (3)

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Qgen = Nel

(
Uel − �H

zF

)
Iel

Qloss = Tel − Ta

Rt

Qcool = Ccw (Tel − Tcwi)
(

1 − e
hcond +hconvIel

Ccw

)
(4)

Cel means the specific heat capacity of the electrolyzer, Tel is the temperature change in the
electrolyzer Rt refers to the equivalent resistance of the electrolyzer. hcond, hconv are the heat transfer
coefficients of the heat exchanger,Uel refers to the voltage of a single electrolyzer, �H means enthalpy
change, Qgen means the enthalpy change, Qloss and Qcool refers to the rate of heat production, rate of heat
consumption, and rate of heat absorption, respectively.
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The mathematical model of the electrolyzer electric-gas conversion is as follows [22]:

Qel = e (t) · Pel · �t · ρ · ηel (5)

nel,h2
= 1000Qel

Vm

(6)

In the above equation, the Qel refers to the amount of hydrogen production and e (t) refers to the
control step function. Pel refers to the input electrolyzer power, �t refers to the operating period of
the electrolyzer, and ρ refers to the amount of hydrogen production per kWh of electrical energy, and
ηel means the efficiency of electrohydrogen conversion means the mass of hydrogen produced and Vm

refers to the molar volume of gas.

2.2.3 Modeling of Hydrogen Storage Systems

The use of high-pressure compression in existing hydrogen storage units is more common, and
hydrogen storage units are modeled as follows [23]:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Pcom = Vh2
A

αcom

A = kRT
k − 1

[(
Pah2

Pel

) k−1
k

− 1

] (7)

where Pcom refers to the working power of the compression device, Vh2
is the Hydrogen volume, A refers

to the selection of intermediate variables. αcom means compressor efficiency. k refers to the multi-stage
efficiency of the gas passing through the graded compression device. Pah2

is the partial pressure of
hydrogen gas.

The equation of state for uncompressed hydrogen is:

ntan k (t) = ntan k (t − �t) · (1 − σ) + nh2
(�t) · ηc (8)

The equation of state of compressed hydrogen is given by [24]:

ntan k (t) = ntan k (t − �t) · (1 − σ) − nfc (�t)
ηd

(9)

SOH = ptan k

Pmax

(10)

ptan k means the storage state of the hydrogen storage tank. Pmax refers to the maximum hydrogen
storage capacity in the hydrogen storage tank, ηc means the compression Efficiency, ntan k is the moles
of hydrogen in the tank, and σ is the gas cross-section density.

2.2.4 Fuel Cell Modeling

Hydrogen fuel cells work in reverse to an electrolyzer, where oxygen is fed to the fuel cell anode,
hydrogen is converted to hydrogen ions, and the two react in the catalytic layer to produce water from
the reaction, as well as waste heat.
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Quantitative expression for the gas-electric conversion relationship of a fuel cell [25]:

Qfc = w (t) · Pfc · �t · μ

ηfc

(11)

nfc = 1000Qfc

Vm

(12)

In the above equation, the Pfc refers to the fuel cell output power, w (t) refers to the control system
step function, Qfc refers to the quantity of input hydrogen, and μ represents the amount of hydrogen
generated per kilowatt-hour (KWh) of electrical energy �t refers to the range of fuel cell operating
time, ηfc is the fuel cell efficiency Vm is the molar volume of input fuel cell gas.

3 Ultra-Short-Term Wind Power Prediction

The Kalman-VMD-SVR prediction algorithm combines the advantages of Kalman filtering,
variational mode decomposition, and support vector regression. Kalman filtering can effectively deal
with the noise in the wind power signal, the VMD algorithm can decompose the nonlinear signal into
multiple independent signals while extracting the signal features, and the SVR algorithm is suitable for
nonlinear cases to establish effective regression models, and the combination of the three algorithms
can be optimized in the extraction, denoising, and regression training of wind power prediction,
respectively. Regression model, the combination of the three algorithms can be optimized in the
extraction and denoising of wind power signals and regression training of wind power prediction
power, respectively. SVR has some advantages in dealing with nonlinear data prediction but lacks
stability in dealing with noisy or uncertain data. LSTM is a predictive recurrent neural network for
dealing with time-series data, and compared with Kalman-VMD-SVR compared to Kalman-VMD,
LSTM can capture long-term dependencies and has better performance for nonlinear and non-smooth
data, but the computational complexity is higher. Random Forest: Random Forest is an integrated
learning algorithm for dealing with the prediction of multidimensional data, compared with Kalman-
VMD-SVR, Random Forest can deal with high-dimensional data and has better generalization ability
and robustness, but it may not take enough consideration of the temporal relationship of time
series data.

In this section, the Kalman filter multi-step correction method and the VMD waveform decom-
position method based on SVR (Support Regression Vector Machine) are introduced, which form
the Kalman-VMD-SVR algorithm to perform the overshoot power prediction for the selected sample
points, and the time resolution is set to 15 min.

The main element that affects the accuracy of wind power prediction is the degree of deviation
of numerical weather forecast values from the actual value, using the Kalman filtering multi-stage
correction method, the predicted wind speed parameters are compared with the actual value, and the
error value of the two is fed back to the actual value of the future wind speed for correction [26].

The real-time wind speed data are converted into wind power observations, and the features of the
wind power data values are extracted using VMD to decompose the original unstable time-series wind
power values into smooth time-series sub-sequences to minimize the influence of the original unstable
wind power fluctuations.

VMD is a variational modal adaptive decomposition technique that decomposes the original
signal into multiple modal functions and minimizes the resulting estimated bandwidth according to
the following equation [27]:
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

min

{
K∑

k=1

∥∥∥∥∥ ∂t

[(
δ (t) + j

πt

)
· uk (t)

]
e(−jwkt)

∥∥∥∥
2

2

}

K∑
k=1

uk = f (t)

(13)

uk denotes the decomposed mode, and wk refers to the central frequency of each decomposed
mode. ∂t refers to the partial derivative at time t, uk (t) denotes the decomposed modal function, and
δ (t) denotes the Dirac function.

Since the presence of variable constraints in the problem makes it prone to local optimization,
the introduction of Lagrange multipliers as well as penalty factors transforms the problem into an
unconstrained one.

L({uk}, {wk}, λ) = a
K∑

k=1

∥∥∥∥∂t

[(
δ (t) + j

πt

)
uk (t)

]
e−jwkt

∥∥∥∥
2

2

+
∥∥∥∥∥f (t) −

K∑
k=1

uk

∥∥∥∥∥
2

2

+
〈
λ(t), f (t) −

K∑
k=1

uk

〉
(14)

Solve the above problem using the two-way cross multiplier method

∧
uk

n+1

(w) =

∧
f (w) − ∑

i �=k

∧
ui (w) + ∧

λ(w)

2

1 + 2a (w − wk)
2 (15)

wk
n+1 =

∫ ∞
0

w

∣∣∣∣∧
uk

n+1

(w)

∣∣∣∣
2

dw

∫ ∞
0

∣∣∣∣∧
uk

n+1

(w)

∣∣∣∣
2

dw

(16)

∧
λ

n+1

(w) = ∧
λ

n

(w) + τ

(
∧
f (w) −

∑
k

∧
uk

n+1

(w)

)
(17)

∑
k

∥∥∥∥∧
uk

n+1 − ∧
uk

n
∥∥∥∥

2

2∥∥∥∧
uk

n∥∥∥2

2

< ε (18)

In the formula provided above
∧
ui (w)

∧
λ (w) and

∧
f (w) are the Fourier isometric transforms of the

corresponding decomposed modal functions, respectively.

The obtained corrected NWP wind speed values and the smooth subsequence decomposed
by VMD are trained by SVR (Support Vector Machine) and the predicted values of wind power
subsequence are obtained, assuming the data samples, the mathematical expression of the regression
prediction problem are as follows:

f (x) = wTφ (x) + b (19)

minw,b

1
2

‖w‖2 + C
m∑

i=1

�ε (f (xi) − yi) (20)
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In the above equation, φ (x) denotes the mapping function, b denotes the offset value, C denotes
the regularization function, and �ε denotes the non-sensitive penalty function. After obtaining the
smooth subsequence prediction value, the multiple decomposition values are accumulated to output
the wind power prediction power, which can greatly improve the prediction accuracy. The block
diagram of the cyclic prediction algorithm is Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Kalman-VMD-SVR prediction algorithm

4 Optimization of Hydrogen Storage Prediction Strategies

The hydrogen storage system forecast control strategy utilizes the forecasting of wind power in
the very short term results in the previous section to regulate the hydrogen storage system output
and combines the planned wind power generation and the actual wind power output to regulate the
hydrogen storage system charging and discharging status in the next 4 h, with a 10-min updating cycle,
and the hydrogen storage system forecast rolling prediction schematic is Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: Rolling iterative diagram of predictive control strategy

4.1 Compound Weighted Objective Function
The predictive control strategy objective function consists of wind power prediction and tracking

ability, hydrogen energy storage to regulate the output power, and smoothing wind power fluctuations.
When the output power exceeds the maximum limit value, a penalty function is added to correct
the original function to smooth the wind power output, and the adaptive parameter optimization
algorithm is used to solve the system parameters of the above objective function.

4.1.1 Tracking Function for Wind Power Prediction

The actual output power of wind power, the ultra-short-term predicted power after regulation by
the hydrogen storage system, and the planned output power of wind power to do the difference, when
the difference crosses the limit, in the original function based on the addition of a penalty function to
mitigate fluctuations in wind power generation power fluctuations.

Ffollowing = [
1 + u

(|Pf (k) − P (k) − PHSS (k) | − αlim itCap
)]

· |Pf (k) − P (k) − PHSS (k) |+
i=k+16∑
i=k+1

[
1 + u

(|Pf (t) − Pultra−f (t) − PHSS (t) | − αlim itCap
)] ·

|Pf (t) − Pultra−f (t) − PHSS (t) | (21)

In the above equation, u refers to the step function, Pf (k) refers to the predicted power of WTG
at the kth moment, P (k) refers to the actual power of WTG at the kth moment, and PHSS (k) refers
to the stored power state of the hydrogen energy storage system at the kth moment, and αlim it refers
to the maximum error coefficient of over-prediction power, which generally takes a value in the range
of 0–1; Pf (t) means the planned output power of the WTG from moment 1 to moment 16. Pultra−f (t)
means the ultra-short-term wind power prediction power from moment k + 1 to moment k + 16.
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4.1.2 Smoothing Power Fluctuation Function

When the wind power output power exceeds the limit, a penalty function needs to be added to the
limit to smooth the output power, and the objective function is mainly based on the wind-hydrogen
coupled system output at the previous moment and the results to determine whether to add a penalty
function.

Determination of the limit point should be combined with the corresponding wind power
fluctuation indicator, and the current moment of the wind power fluctuation indicator is used to decide
whether to add a penalty function at this moment. Wind power generation is permitted to fluctuate
in a small range as follows:

|Pnet (t) − Pnet (t − 1) | ≤ Det (22)

Det refers to the amount of power fluctuation within the allowable range, to which the power
overrun sum and the power fluctuation overrun probability are added to assess the wind power
fluctuation.

(1) The power overrun sum means the sum of the differences between the wind power amplitude
and the limit point at two adjacent moments.

The formula is as follows:

�W =
T/�t∑
t=1

[|P (t) − P (t − 1) | − Det] (23)

(2) The power fluctuation overrun probability refers to the ratio of the wind power overrun time
to the total sampling time with the following formula:

Pd =

T/�t∑
t=1

S [|P (t) − P (t − 1) | − Det] · �t

T
(24)

In the above equation, S takes the value 1 when a is greater than 0 and 0 when a is less than or
equal to 0.

Fsmooth = [1 + u(P(k) + PHSS(k)) − (P(k − 1) + PHSS(k − 1))| − βlim itCap)] · | (P(k) + PHSS(k))

− (P(k − 1) + PHSS(k − 1))|{1 + u(|(Pultra_f (t − 1) + PHSS(t − 1)|

+
T=k+16∑
T=k+1

−βlim itCap) · | (Pultra_f (t) + PHSS(t)) − (Pultra_f (t − 1) + PHSS(t − 1))|} (25)

βlim it refers to the wind power fluctuation limit factor.

4.1.3 SOH Predictive Control Function for Hydrogen Energy Storage Systems

The hydrogen storage system is analyzed based on the current moment of output and the SOH
inside the hydrogen storage system in the short-term time, and when the SOH is over the limit, then a
penalty function is added to limit over the limit.
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FSOH = [1 + u(SOHlow − SOH(k)] · (1 − SOH(k)) + [1 + u(SOH(k) − SOHhigh] · SOH(k)

+
i=k+16∑
i=k+1

{[1 + u(SOHlow − SOH(t)] + [1 + u(SOH(k) − SOHhigh) · SOH(t)} (26)

The above equation SOH (k) refers to the charging and discharging state of the hydrogen storage
system at the kth moment, SOH (t) refers to the hydrogen storage charging and discharging state of
the hydrogen storage system from the 1st moment to the 16 h moment, and SOHlow refers to the lower
limit charging and discharging state of hydrogen storage, SOHhigh refers to the upper limit of hydrogen
storage for charging and discharging.

Considering the above family of objective functions with an added penalty function, the weighted
objective function based on adaptive parameters is established as follows:

min Obj = a1Ffollowing + a2FSOH + a3FSmooth (27)

a1, a2, a3 are all custom weight coefficients, in this paper, to improve the speed of operation, simplify
the operation process, and compromise the selection of a1 = 0.5, a2 = 0.5, a3 = 0.5.

4.1.4 Submodule Constraints

The power constraints for the hydrogen production electrolyzer are as follows:

Pel,min ≤ Pel ≤ Pel,max (28)

Filling limit constraints for hydrogen storage units

Pcom,lim it = min

{
Pcom,max,

(
ntan k,max − ntan k (t)

) · Wcom

ηcom · �t

}
(29)

Hydrogen storage unit venting limit constraints

Pfc,lim it = min

{
Pfc,max,

(
ntan k,max − ntan k,min

) · R · Tstp · μ

ηfc · �t

}
(30)

Internal pressure limit constraints for hydrogen storage units

Ptan k,min < Ptan k < Ptan k,max (31)

Fuel cell operating limit constraints

Pfc,min ≤ Pfc ≤ Pfc,max (32)

The above formula, Pel,min refers to the lower limit working the output power of the electrolyzer,
Pel,max refers to the upper limit output power of the electrolyzer, and Pcom,lim it means the working limit
of the compressor Pcom,max means the rated power of the compressor Ptan k,min means the lower pressure
limit of hydrogen storage tank Ptan k,max means the upper-pressure limit of the hydrogen storage tank
Pfc,min means fuel cell lower power limit Pfc,max means upper fuel cell power limit ntan k,min means the
lower molar mass limit of hydrogen storage tank gas ntan k,max means the upper molar mass limit of the
hydrogen storage tank gas.
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4.2 Optimization Strategy for Hydrogen Storage Interval Segmentation
According to the relevant wind power prediction and grid coordination operation implementation

rules, the error constraints of wind power forecasting are stipulated, according to which the SOH of
the hydrogen storage state and the ultra-short-term momentary power prediction are divided into
intervals, and the optimization and control strategy of hydrogen storage is formulated.

(1) Ultra-short-term forecast power interval division

Ultra-short-term power needs to be divided by considering the ultra-short-term forecast power
error constraining the wind power day-ahead planned output.⎧⎨
⎩

Pf
max (t) = Pf (t) + αlim itCap

Pf
min (t) = Pf (t) − αlim itCap

Pf
allow (t) = zPf

min (t) + (1 − z) Pf
max (t)

(33)

The above formula, Pf
max (t) denotes the upper limit of wind power prediction power at moment

t, Pf
min(t) denotes the lower limit of wind power at moment t, and Pf (t) denotes the predicted power

of wind power at time t, and Pf
allow (t) denotes the permissible operating power of wind power at time

t, and z is the weighting coefficient, with a value range of 0–1.

According to the above division interval can be divided into four intervals of wind power
prediction power, the nature of the interval is Table 1.

Table 1: Wind turbine predicted power and output power division intervals

Corridor Characteristic(−∞, Pf
min (t)

)
Wind turbines are in a powerful state of charge at this time(

Pf
min (t) , Pf

allow (t)
)

Wind turbines are in a weakly discharged and strongly charged state(
Pf

allow (t) , Pf
max (t)

)
Wind turbines are in a state of strong discharge and weak charging(

Pf
max (t) , +∞)

Wind turbines are under strong charging

(2) Segmentation of SOH zones for hydrogen energy storage

The hydrogen energy storage SOH consists of five intervals, namely [SOHmin, SOHlow], [SOHlow, x],
[x, y], [y, SOHhigh], [SOHhigh, SOHmax] where SOHmaxSOHmin are the upper and lower SOH limits
for hydrogen energy storage systems. SOHhighSOHlow is the hydrogen energy storage system SOH
overcharge and discharge warning value, x,y is the interval control coefficient, and the specific partition
is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Division of SOH for hydrogen storage

Corridor Working condition

[SOHmin, SOHlow] Inflate but not deflate
[SOHlow, x] Very weak deflation or very strong inflation capability
[x, y] Strong inflation and deflation capabilities[
y, SOHhigh

]
Extremely strong deflation or weak inflation capability[

SOHhigh, SOHmax

]
Deflate only, not inflate
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x,y is the control coefficient of the energy storage state interval, which satisfies 0.2 < x < y < 0.9,
when the control coefficient is larger, it will improve the charging ability of the energy storage system,
but will reduce the discharging ability, initially x = 0.5,y = 0.6.

The m,n in the next section are the control coefficients after adaptive rolling optimization.

(3) Hydrogen storage regulation strategy

According to the above wind power prediction power interval division of the hydrogen storage
system and fuel cell system of the respective power to regulate, the development of predictive hydrogen
storage control strategy, hydrogen storage system to the outside of the power discharge that is negative,
to the inside of the absorption of electricity that is positive, according to the results of the ultra-short-
term wind power prediction to regulate hydrogen storage regulating system operating state.

When the ultra-short-term wind power forecast power is at (−∞, Pf
min(t)) When the ultra-short-

term wind power prediction is at r, it means that the wind turbine needs the intervention of the
hydrogen storage system to supplement the electric energy, and the regulation coefficient is set to r.
The regulation strategy of the hydrogen storage system is Table 3.

Table 3: Wind turbines in
(−∞, Pf

min (t)
)

Corridor Electrolyzer Fuel cell Regulating quantity

[SOHmin, SOHlow] Stop working Stop working 0
[SOHlow, x] Stop working Start working Pf

min (t) + P (t)
[x, y] Stop working Start working Pf

min (t) + P (t)[
y, SOHhigh

]
Stop working Start working Pf

min (t) − P (t) + r · (
Pf

max (t) − Pf
min (t)

)[
SOHhigh, SOHmax

]
Stop working Start working Pf

max (t) + P (t)

When the ultra-short-term wind power forecast power is at (Pf
min(t), Pf

allow(t)) time, when the wind
power output power capacity is weak, the electrolyzer reaches the starting power and still needs the
hydrogen storage system to output electricity. The specific situation is shown in Table 4.

Table 4: Wind turbines in
(
Pf

min (t) , Pf
allow (t)

)
Corridor Electrolyzer Fuel cell Regulating quantity

[SOHmin, SOHlow] Start working Stop working − (
P (t) − Pf

min (t)
)

[SOHlow, x] Start working Stop working − (
P (t) − Pf

min (t)
)

[x, y] Stop working Stop working 0[
y, SOHhigh

]
Stop working Start working Pf

allow (t) − P (t)[
SOHhigh, SOHmax

]
Stop working Start working Pf

max (t) − P (t)

When the wind power output power is located at (pf
allow(t), pf

max(t)) When the wind turbine output
power is located, then the wind turbine in working condition of strong discharging ability and weak
charging ability, which needs to be supplemented by the output of hydrogen energy storage system.
The specific situation is shown in Table 5.
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Table 5: Wind turbines in
(
Pf

allow (t) , Pf
max (t)

)
Corridor Electrolyzer Fuel cell Regulating quantity

[SOHmin, SOHlow] Start working Stop working − (
P (t) − Pf

min (t)
)

[SOHlow, x] Start working Stop working − (
P (t) − Pf

min (t)
)

[x, y] Stop working Stop working 0[
y, SOHhigh

]
Stop working Start working Pf

max (t) − P (t)[
SOHhigh, SOHmax

]
Stop working Start working Pf

max (t) − P (t)

When the wind power output power is at (pf
max(t), +∞), when the wind turbine’s charging ability

is very strong, this time the hydrogen energy storage system is needed to absorb the excess power, and
this time needs to add the control factor n. The specific situation is shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Wind turbines in
(
Pf

max (t) , +∞)
Corridor Electrolyzer Fuel cell Regulating quantity

[SOHmin, SOHlow] Start working Stop working − (
P (t) − Pf

min (t)
)

[SOHlow, x] Start working Stop working Pf
max (t) − P (t) − m · (

Pf
max (t) − Pf

min (t)
)

[x, y] Stop working Stop working − (
P (t) − Pf

max (t)
)[

y, SOHhigh

]
Stop working Start working − (

P (t) − Pf
max (t)

)[
SOHhigh, SOHmax

]
Stop working Start working 0

The above hydrogen storage regulation control strategy is shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: Hydrogen energy state partitioning map
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4.3 Adaptive Parameter Optimization Algorithm
4.3.1 Determination of Adaptive Target Coefficient Weights

Currently, the objective function weight coefficients are determined by custom methods, but when
the wind-hydrogen coupling system power plan changes, the weight coefficients can not be updated
in time thus affecting the optimization accuracy. In the particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm,
the acceleration coefficient propels the particles toward the individual best (best) and global best (best)
positions, and the distance of the particles to the Individual optimal position and global optimal
solution has a great influence on the particle search rate, the previous weighting coefficients search
algorithms only take into account the influence of time change factors, this algorithm will take the
spatial factors into account and proposes a kind of adaptive weighting mechanism, which makes the
acceleration coefficients continuously adjusted with the iteration.

The adaptive weight determination strategy is mainly to accelerate the speed of the particle to
reach the optimal solution, and then greatly improve the search speed, this algorithm changes the
weight coefficients according to the distance of the swimming particles to the global optimal solution
and Individual optimal position, if the particles are far away from the Individual optimal position and
the global optimal solution, the weight coefficients are taken to a larger value, to ensure the stability
of the search to maintain the value of the weight coefficients in the range of a reasonable place.

Because of the unpredictable nature of wind power generation, the combined output of the
wind-hydrogen system exhibits nonlinear variability, The trend of change coincides with the sigmoid
function, so it is chosen to optimise the PSO algorithm using the sigmoid function. The adaptive
update weighting function is used to illustrate the correlation between the nonlinearly varying
acceleration coefficients and the distances of the particles to the Individual optimal position and the
global optimal solution, and the change of acceleration in the previous moment should be adapted to
the distance of the particles searched in the back, to ensure that the particles are close to the optimal
point with a faster speed.

The adaptive weighted update function should firstly be guaranteed to be incremental and
secondly, the update function is bounded and is incremental because the particles have to move quickly
towards the optimal point. Secondly, due to the limitation of equipment working conditions, when the
limit is about to be reached, the working rate will be slowed down, similar to the particles approaching
the Individual optimal position and global optimal solution, when approaching the optimal point, the
movement rate will be slowed down to avoid missing the optimal point, so to make the rate reach the
optimal point, the finite velocity coefficient should be set.

The update function that satisfies the above two points is generally a step function and a sigmoid
function. In this paper, the sigmoid function is used as the adaptive weight update function, the
reason is firstly because the sigmoid function is monotonous and the s-curve can prevent the update
function from undesired sudden changes of the weights, and lastly, the sigmoid function is smoother
and differentiable, which can reflect to a great extent the change of the combined outputs, which
can greatly reflect the variation of the combined output of the wind-hydrogen integrated system. The
fitness deflation function is as follows:

F (D) = b
1 + e−a×(D−c)

+ d (34)
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The above equation is generally used to adjust and transform the fitness values of the particles,
e denotes the natural logarithm, a denotes the gradient of the s-curve, which is generally a constant
value, b denotes the peak, c denotes the transverse coordinate of the center point of the s-curve, d is a
constant, and D denotes the distance of the particle to Individual optimal position and global optimal
solution.

The adaptive acceleration coefficient variation strategy is as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

cgpi (k) = F
(
gpi (k)

)
cggi (k) = F

(
gpi (k)

)
gpi (k) = pi (k) − xi (k) gpi (k)

ggi (k) = pg (k) − xi (k)

(35)

The function F (·) denotes an adaptive weighted update function, gpi (k) ggi (k) denoting the
distance of the particle to the Individual optimal position and global optimal solution at the kth
iteration pi (k) is a dynamically varying probability value that controls the probability of a particle
staying in the current slot during the adaptive acceleration coefficient update process, and xi (k) is the
current position of the particle in the search space, which is used to determine the continuous region
where it is currently located to determine the corresponding acceleration coefficient.

4.3.2 Adaptive Parameter Optimization Algorithm Framework

Aiming at the wind-hydrogen coupled system joint output is irregular and characterized by
volatility. The adaptive weighting coefficient updating strategy is proposed to be combined with the
particle swarm algorithm to improve the accuracy and speed of the group local search, and the particle
position updating equations are as follows:

vi (k + 1) = w × vi (k) + cgpi (k) × r1 × gpi (k) + cggi (k) × r2 × ggi (k)

xi (k + 1) = xi (k) + vi (k + 1)

ggigpi (36)

The above equation w is the inertia variable, ggi (k) gpi (k) denotes the distance of the particle from
the Individual optimal position and global optimal solution for k iterations, respectively, and cgpi (k)

cggi (k) denotes the acceleration coefficients determined by ggi gpi, respectively. Where x (k + 1) is the
position of the particle after the k + 1st iteration and v (k + 1) is the velocity of the particle (at the k
+ 1st iteration). The flow chart of Sigmoid-PSO Algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.
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Figure 5: Flow chart of sigmoid-PSO algorithm

The parameters related to the hydrogen storage control strategy are also substituted into the
adaptive parameter optimization algorithm for optimization, and the specific over-prediction control
strategy can be described as Fig. 6.
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Figure 6: Flow chart of predictive control strategy

4.4 Evaluation Criteria for Predictive Control Strategies
Wind-hydrogen coupled power fluctuations can be expressed [28]:

�P (t) = |PZ (t) − PZ (t − �t)| (37)

In the above equation, the �P (t) is the coupled system power fluctuation value, MW.

The performance evaluation system for wind-hydrogen coupled system output is as follows
[29,30]:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

�PZ,mean = 1
N − 1

∑N−1

t=1 �P (t)

�PZ,F ,mean = 1
N − 1

∑N−1

t=1 �PZ,F (t)

td = �t
N−1∑
t=1

[u (SOH (t) ≥ SOHmin) ∩ u (SOH (t) ≤ SOHmin)]

CapHSS =
√

1
N − 1

∑N−1

t=0 (SOH (t) − 0.5)
2

(38)
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In the above equation, the �PZ,mean denotes the coupled system fluctuation average, MW, N
denotes the selection interval and �PZ,F ,mean denotes the mean value of coupled system predicted power,
the �PZ,F (t) denotes the absolute value of coupled system predicted power, MW. td denotes the coupled
system normal power time range, and CapHSS denotes the performance evaluation.

5 Results and Discussion

The calculation example selects the actual operating power of a 5.5 MW micro wind farm on
a certain day, the short-term predicted power data, and performs numerical simulation based on
Matlab to verify the energy storage control method proposed in this paper. For simplicity, the weight
coefficients of the objective function were chosen in compromise as a1 = 0.5, a2 = 0.5, and a3 = 0.5,
setting the power of electrolyzers and fuel cells by the ratio of energy storage power to wind power
at 5:1. The sampling interval is set at 15 min, a total of 120 sampling points, the ultra-short-term
prediction of the power as the power plan, to regulate the charging and discharging regulation of the
hydrogen storage system, and the parameters of the relevant equipment are as follows in Table 7.

Table 7: System parameter table

Device properties Parameter value

Electrolyzer electro-hydrogen conversion coefficients ρ/(m3/MWh) 10.45
Electrolyzer efficiency ηel/% 75
Electrolyzer starting power Pel.min/MW 0.05
Electrolyzer rated power Pel.max/MW 1.1
Hydrogen storage tank volume /m3 27.5
Hydrogen storage tank pressure rating Ptank.max/MPa 0.6
Initial SOH 0.3
Electric-hydrogen conversion parameter μ/(m3/MWh) 11
Fuel cell efficiency ηfc/% 75.8
Fuel cell starting power Pfc.min/MW 0.05
Fuel cell power rating Pfc.max/MW 1.1

According to the proposed Kalman-VMD-SVR algorithm to get the ultra-short-term wind power
prediction results corresponding to the sampling points based on the Actual wind power output
power, the generated values of the generator are obtained by overlaying the output values of the SVR
predictions in a weighted manner, the decomposed IMFS subsequence and the reconstructed power
prediction results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

As can be seen from Fig. 9, some sampling points do not meet the conditions of the selected wind
turbine’s output power period prediction error, a large prediction error will affect the regulation ability
of the energy storage system, and is easy to cause the phenomenon of wind abandonment, the energy
storage system can limit the prediction error, smoothing the output power of wind power, and enhance
the ability of the wind power to track the output power.

The ultra-short-term predicted wind power values are introduced into the over-the-top hydrogen
storage control strategy, and the working conditions of the electrolyzer SOH, fuel cell, and electrolyzer
are shown in Figs. 10–12.
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Figure 7: (Continued)
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Figure 7: VMD decomposition reconstruction prediction map

Figure 8: Kalman-VMD-SVR ultra-short-term wind power forecasting

Figure 9: Histogram of the probability distribution of daily prediction errors for wind turbines
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Figure 10: Electrolyzer and fuel cell output diagram under overrun control strategy

Figure 11: Electrolytic tank power state diagram

The sampling intervals [41,43], [72,77], [100,103] in Fig. 8 correspond to the SOH intervals of
the hydrogen storage tanks in Fig. 9, when the hydrogen storage system is almost not involved in the
regulation, and the electrolyzer, as well as the fuel cell, almost stops its working condition.

(1) In the [0,12] interval, the wind power output climbs, the hydrogen storage system has a strong
charging capacity, the electrolyzer starts to work, and the SOH of the hydrogen storage tank rises.

(2) In the interval [13,26], the wind power output first decreases, then increases slightly, and then
decreases to the original level, and the charging capacity of the electrolyzer and hydrogen storage tank
SOH first remains stable and then follows the wind power output.

(3) In the interval [27,40], the wind power output gradient rises, the hydrogen storage charging
capacity rises, the hydrogen production capacity of the electrolyzer increases, and the SOH of the
hydrogen storage tank rises.

(4) In the interval [44,71], the wind power continues to rise, but at sampling point 58, the hydrogen
production capacity of the electrolyzer decreases in comparison with the limit value due to the working
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condition of the hydrogen storage tank, and the fuel cell discharge capacity is increased to consume
hydrogen from the tank, and after a duration, the hydrogen production capacity of the electrolyzer is
gradually restored, and the SOH value gradually rises.

(5) In the interval [78,90], the wind power output decreases slowly, the hydrogen storage charging
capacity decreases, the hydrogen production capacity of the electrolyzer decreases, and the SOH also
decreases gradually.

(6) In the [91,99] interval, wind power output rises rapidly and then falls sharply, the hydrogen
storage system has an extremely strong discharge capacity, the fuel cell starts, and SOH falls.

(7) In the interval [104,112], the wind power output rises, the charging capacity of the hydrogen
storage system increases, the hydrogen production capacity of the electrolyzer increases, and the SOH
of the hydrogen storage tube rises.

(8) In the interval [112,120], the wind power output slowly decreases, the hydrogen storage
discharge capacity slowly increases, and SOH gradually decreases.

After solving the real-time control strategy as well as the over-advance control strategy, the
integrated wind-hydrogen system output, the actual wind power output, and the planned wind power
output are shown in the following diagrams, Figs. 13 and 14 show that the over-advance control
strategy responds faster than the real-time control strategy, and for the sudden change of the wind
power, it can make the adjustment of the power quickly, and the SOH of the real-time control strategy,
under the premise of meeting the power requirements, the SOH will reach the regulated output limit
and does not have hydrogen storage charge/discharge capability, whereas the overrun control strategy
does not blindly make adjustments based on the maximum absorbed power, but rather adjusts from a
global perspective based on the developed weighted target function number.

Figure 12: Fuel cell power state diagram
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Figure 13: Comparison of the output of the two control strategies

Figure 14: SOH trend chart

As can be seen in Fig. 14, it compares the real-time control strategy and the override control
strategy, it can be seen that the end of the hydrogen storage system for the real-time control strategy
is 15.37 h, while the override control strategy is 17.65 h. Similarly, the real-time control strategy cap
is 0.3105, while the override control strategy cap is 0.2189, and the relevant indexes are compared
in Fig. 14, thus it can be seen that the override control strategy has more regulating ability and the
operation state is more stable.

Figs. 15 and 16 show the hydrogen storage system diagrams for the real-time control strategy
and predictive control strategy, respectively, and the 0–20 sampling point segment is analyzed as an
example, from the comparison of the above two diagrams, it can be seen that the sampling points 2, 5,
8, and 11 in Figs. 15 and 16 do not have a significant response to the wind power output, and under
the real-time control strategy, the sampling point 1 to the sampling point 2 is changed from 1.9 to
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0 MW, and then the sampling point 2–3 is The sudden change to 0.3 MW at sampling points 5–6 from
0. A comparison of the two strategies reveals that the scheduling effect of the hydrogen storage system
under the predictive control strategy responds to the sampling points that are not responsive under
the real-time control strategy and the degree of change in the charging and discharging state is small,
which not only smoothes the output of the hydrogen storage system but also reduces the number of
charging and discharging times and prolongs the life of the system.

To highlight the regulation ability of the predictive control strategy, this paper selects the predictive
control strategy using the ultra-short-term wind power prediction power and the real-time control
strategy using the actual power of the wind power as well as the planned output of the wind power for
comparison, and numerically simulates the two algorithms by using Matlab, as shown in the following
Table 8.

Figure 15: Output diagram of the system under real-time control strategy

Figure 16: Output diagram of the system under predictive control strategy
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Table 8: Indicators related to the two control strategies

Norm Real-time control strategies Predictive control strategy

RMSE/% 11.13 10.71
ΔPz.mean/MW 0.5620 0.1961
ΔPz.F .mean/MW 1.8658 0.6510
td/h 15.37 17.65
CapHSS 0.3105 0.2189

From Fig. 17, it can be seen that the overshooting control strategy contains the objective function
of power fluctuation constraints, which can effectively smooth out the wind power fluctuations, with
the overshooting control strategy ΔPz.mean is 0.5620 MW, The overrun control strategy, on the other
hand, has an objective function to constrain the power fluctuation because it contains the constrained
objective function, ΔPz.mean is 1961 MW and has a strong ability to track wind power output. However,
since the hydrogen storage tank SOH regulation limit is reached, the hydrogen storage system is no
longer regulated, and at this time, the wind power output is all online, so a small number of sampling
points will appear as large fluctuations.

Figure 17: Flat wind electric power wave effect

6 Conclusion

This article puts forward a predictive control strategy for the wind-hydrogen coupled system,
using the day-ahead prediction strategy as the basis for the power output and combining it with the
ultra-short-term power prediction for wind power as the basis for the power output in the next 4 h,
combining it with the hydrogen storage SOH interval segmentation, formulating the weighted objective
function based on the wind power tracking function, the hydrogen storage SOH objective function,
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and the power smoothing objective function and solving for the power output by using the Adaptive
parameter optimization algorithm for rolling optimization solution.

Comparing the relevant indexes of the over-advance prediction control strategy and the real-time
control strategy, the over-advance prediction control strategy can reduce the error between the joint
output of the wind-hydrogen coupling system and the planned output, improve the regulating ability
of the hydrogen storage system, and greatly suppress the fluctuation of the power of the joint output
of the wind-hydrogen coupling system, which is better than that of the real-time control strategy in
terms of control and scheduling, and has the advantages of over-advancement and global nature, as
well as improves the capacity of large-scale wind power consumption and the regulating ability of the
hydrogen storage system and the regulation ability of hydrogen storage system.

The predictive control strategy for micro wind-hydrogen coupling systems can be applied to many
scenarios such as small distributed new energy power plants and small customer loads. For example,
the control strategy can be used to fill the peaks and valleys of the miniature new energy power system
to make up for the volatility of wind energy through hydrogen storage technology, so that the wind
energy can be better utilized. In addition, the strategy can also be applied to small hydrogen power
stations and home energy storage systems to provide a more reliable source of new energy for the home
power supply.

However, there are some challenges and limitations to the practical application of this strategy.
First, the volatility of wind and hydrogen energy makes the accuracy of the predictive control strategy
particularly important and thus requires the use of efficient prediction algorithms. Second, hydrogen
and energy storage technologies themselves have technical and economic limitations, such as higher
costs and limited storage capacity. In addition, different application scenarios and system sizes will
also have an impact on the implementation of predictive control strategies.

Areas for future research include but are not limited to, the following: (1) further improvement
and optimization of prediction algorithms to improve the prediction accuracy of wind-hydrogen
coupled systems; (2) improvement of the performance and cost reduction of hydrogen and energy
storage technologies through technological advances; (3) exploring prediction and control strategies
for specific scenarios in conjunction with practical application scenarios and concerning different
system scales and characteristics; (4) strengthening the coupling research between wind-hydrogen
coupled systems and other renewable energy systems to improve the energy utilization efficiency of
the whole energy system.

In summary, the research results of the predictive control strategy for micro wind-hydrogen
coupled systems are of great practical significance and have broad prospects for practical applications.
Although facing some challenges and limitations, this new type of energy system can gradually
achieve more efficient, intelligent, and sustainable energy utilization through technological progress,
optimization strategies, and practical application exploration.
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